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Abstract Benign paroxysmal positional vertigo (BPPV)

is the most common cause of vertigo. Despite the great

efficacy of canalith repositioning procedures (CRPs),

BPPV may persist (PBPPV). The aim of the study was to

evaluate whether a prolonged and self-assessed temporal

bone vibration (TBV) could change the outcome of PBPPV

after 12 months of repeated treatments, in order to avoid

further invasive and/or drug therapies. This evaluation was

also conducted with respect to the entire BPPV population

treated with CRPs. Seventy-two patients affected by

PBPPV were enrolled in the study: 51 and 21 of them

suffering from posterior semicircular canal (PSC) and lat-

eral semicircular canal (LSC), respectively. PBPPV

patients underwent a twice-a-day self-assessed TBV, using

a common low-intensity massaging cushion. Patients were

re-tested 1 week later and they were considered free from

disease as the results of the positioning tests continued to

be negative after 1 month. 70.6 % of PSC PBPPV and

61.9 % of LSC PBPPV patients had positive and statisti-

cally significant (P \ 0.01) outcomes not biased by ‘‘age’’

and ‘‘gender’’ variables. The recurrence rate of BPPV

(RBPPV) was also studied in the BPPV and PBPPV groups

after a 12/24-month follow-up and any statistically signif-

icant result was found in multiple regression analysis

between nuisance variables and RBPPV patients previously

treated by CRPs or TBV. The present study suggests that

the self-assessed and prolonged TBV could be an

alternative treatment in patients affected by PBPPV

otherwise addressed to undergo more invasive procedures

and pharmacological treatment that are not completely side

effects free.

Keywords Benign paroxysmal positional vertigo �
Recurrence � Vibration � Rehabilitation � Persistence

Introduction

Benign paroxysmal positional vertigo (BPPV) is the most

common cause of vertigo [1], in fact a population-based

study has estimated that the lifetime prevalence in the adult

population is 2.4 %, while the annual incidence is 0.6 %,

the mean age of the onset is 49 years and the incidence

increases over time and reaches 10 % at 80 years of age

[2]. Commonly, BPPV is characterized by brief and repe-

ated attacks of rotational vertigo, triggered by head

movements, and by the appearance of paroxysmal posi-

tional nystagmus [3]. A possible explanation of this type of

vertigo could be based on the detachment of fragments

from the otolithic membrane of the utricle [4]. The parti-

cles detached from the utricle and accumulated in the

semicircular canal may agglomerate and act like a piston

on the endolymph, and cause a shift in the cupula, which

could induce vertigo and nystagmus when the plane of the

semicircular canal is situated so that the force of gravity

moves the utricular particles [4]. Many studies show that

the posterior semicircular canal (PSC) is the most engaged

[5], accounting for up to 90 % of the patients, while the

lateral (LSC) and anterior (ASC) canals may also be

affected [6] with an incidence range of 5–15 % and

1–15 %, respectively [7]. The diagnosis of BPPV is con-

firmed by provocation maneuvers and the canalith
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repositioning procedures (CRPs) represent, as well known,

an effective therapy [2].

Despite the great efficacy of these maneuvers and the

possible spontaneous resolution, BPPV may persist

(PBPPV) for a long period [8]. Thus, Seok and colleagues

[9] have considered that one possible explanation could be

that the remaining otoconial material due to incomplete

repositioning could produce mild positional vertigo.

The PBPPV does not respond to the repositioning

maneuvers and this can be debilitating for patients,

severely compromising their quality of life [10]. Many

patients are in fact unable to perform activities of daily

living such as bending over or lying supine; some of them

complain about neck problems due to their head stiffness;

others are referred to psychiatrists because of supposed

panic attacks; still others have car accidents because of the

sudden onset of vertigo when turning their head rapidly

[11]. In these cases some additional strategies of treatment

have been suggested, such as continuous rehabilitative

therapies, long-term vestibular function suppressing drugs

administration or surgical procedures with related risks and

effects [12].

In the present study, patients affected by PBPPV

underwent a prolonged application of temporal bone

vibration (TBV) with the aim of evaluating its effective-

ness in order to treat patients otherwise eligible for the

procedures mentioned above.

Materials and methods

Patients and diagnosis

Starting from January 2005 until September 2010, 2,100

patients (1,302 females; 798 males; mean age 52.4 years)

suffering from BPPV were examined by means of a thor-

ough otoneurological examination, consisting of:

– Anamnesis in order to exclude neurological pathology;

– Pure tone and impedance audiometry; and

– Video-nystagmoscopic observation during the perfor-

mance of positioning maneuvers.

Diagnosis of BPPV engaging the PSC was performed

triggering a direction-changing torsional nystagmus by

Dix-Hallpike maneuver [13]. The nystagmus had a vertical

component with the rapid phase up-wards, and a rotational

component with the rapid phase towards the affected ear.

The BPPV of LSC presented a direction-changing hori-

zontal geotropic or apogeotropic nystagmus triggered by

Mc Clure–Pagnini maneuver when the patient was placed

in the supine position and the head was turned 90� toward

the explored ear [14]. The BPPV of ASC presented a

positional nystagmus with downward movements, with

small torsional geotropic or non-geotropic component in

response to Dix-Hallpike maneuver [5].

All the patients underwent CRPs (Epley, Baloh and

‘‘reverse’’ Epley maneuver for PSC, LSC and ASC BPPV,

respectively [15]) and were re-tested 1–3 days later.

Patients who were still presenting symptoms and nystag-

mus underwent CRPs again and were called back for fur-

ther testing.

According to the literature [16], PBPPV condition was

assessed from 1 year or more continuous presence of

positioning nystagmus, despite adequate repeated CRPs.

Cerebral magnetic resonance (MRI) was performed in order

to exclude neurological diseases and/or malformations.

Experimental procedure

After having signed the informed consent form to partici-

pate in the study, enrolled PBPPV patients underwent TBV

for 15 min twice-a-day, for 7 days. A common low-

intensity massaging cushion (Sensuij 1565, 1–100 cm,

Imetec, Azzano S. Paolo, Bergamo, Italy) vibrating at a

frequency of about 60 Hz (3,500 rpm) was used.

The patients affected by PBPPV of PSC were instructed

to undergo TBV by lying and placing the massager on the

affected side for 7 min with the head placed out of the bed

in an Epley-like starting position. Afterwards they had to

turn the head on the bed to the opposite (healthy) side,

while continuing TBV on the affected side until the end of

the TBV time. The patients with a diagnosis of geotropic

variant of PBPPV of LSC underwent TBV by lying supine,

with the vibrating device placed on the affected side and

the head placed on the bed and turned towards the same

side for 7 min, in a Baloh-like starting position. At the end

of this period they turned the head to the opposite side

while keeping the massaging cushion on the affected one

until the end of the TBV time. The patients with a diag-

nosis of apogeotropic variant of PBPPV of LSC underwent

the TBV and the turning maneuver inversely. Before

starting the domiciliary self-assessed procedures, all the

participants performed an outpatient clinic training in order

to assimilate the correct procedure.

Afterwards, patients were called back after 1 week and

tested again for positional vertigo. We considered patients

free from disease if positioning test results continued to be

negative after 1 month (Fig. 1).

Statistical analysis

The present study considered a null hypothesis (H0) that

TBV application would not show any statistically signifi-

cant outcome on PBPPV patients. Significant cut-off level

(a) was set at a P value of 0.01. Thus, P levels were

considered statistically significant if lower than 0.01.
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Statistical comparisons were performed with Chi-Square

test (STATISTICA 7 for Windows). Moreover, in order to

explore experimental procedure in relation to age and

gender, these variables were used as regressors in the

cohort of treated PBPPV patients with positive outcome

using a multiple regression analysis. Finally, the same

multiple regression analysis was implemented in the BPPV

patients with positive outcome after CRPs as well as in all

patients affected by recurrence rate of BPPV (RBPPV) and

previously treated by CRPs or TBV.

Results

In our study PSC, LSC and ASC were singularly involved

in 1,279, 515 and 7 patients, respectively, accounting for

the 85.7 % of total BPPV cases. In the remaining cases a

multicanalar form (4.1 %) and a non-specific semicircular

canal involvement (10.1 %) were found.

After CRPs, 1,729 patients with a single semicircular

canal involvement (96 %) had resolution of the nystagmus

and vertigo; in average 1.27 CRPs (from 1 to 3) were

necessary in order to resolve the BPPV. In only 72 cases

(4 %) positional vertigo and nystagmus were not sup-

pressed after repeated treatment during 1 year of observa-

tion. These patients (45 female; 27 male) were enrolled in

the study, and PSC PBPPV and LSC PBPPV diagnoses

were posed in 51 and 21 patients of them, respectively

(Fig. 1).

The patients were examined 1 week after TBV: overall,

49 patients (68 %; 29 female; 20 male) presented resolu-

tion of symptoms, 36 of them (70.6 %; 21 female; 15 male)

affected by PBPPV of PSC and 13 patients with PBPPV of

LSC (61.9 %; 8 female; 5 male) had positive and statisti-

cally significant (P \ 0.01) outcomes (absence of vertigo

and nystagmus during positioning test) (Fig. 2).

Multiple regression analysis between cohort of patients

with positive treatment outcome and ‘‘age’’ and ‘‘gender’’

regressors did not provide any statistically significant result

(r = 0.15 and r = 0.28 for PSC and LSC PBPPV group,

respectively).

Only 28 (17 female; 11 male) of 36 patients treated for

PBPPV of PSC (77.7 %) and 9 (5 female; 4 male) of 13

patients treated for PBPPV of LSC (69.2 %) continued to

be followed after 1 week and monthly for a period of

24 months. After 12 and 24 months it was possible to

Fig. 1 Flow diagram of

participants in the study. BPPV

benign paroxysmal positional

vertigo, PBPPV persistent

benign paroxysmal positional

vertigo, CRPs canalith

repositioning procedures, PSC

posterior semicircular canal,

LSC lateral semicircular canal,

TBV temporal bone vibration
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observe a RBPPV, respectively, in 8 (28.5 %; 5 female; 3

male) and 13 (46.4 %; 8 female; 5 male) patients treated

for PBPPV of CSP; on the other side RBPPV was observed

in 3 patients (33.3 %; 2 female; 1 male) and 4 (44.4 %; 3

female; 1 male) patients treated for PBPPV of LSC after 12

and 24 months, respectively (Table 1).

Overall, we were able to follow-up for a 24-month

period only 1,387 patients (80.2 %; 869 female; 518 male;

1,019 PSC BPPV; 364 LSC BPPV; 4 ASC BPPV) of the

1,729 treated for BPPV. We observed at 12 and 24 months,

respectively, 283 (27.8 %; 167 female; 116 male) and 442

(43.4 %; 263 female; 179 male) cases of RBPPV of PSC,

95 (26.1 %; 58 female; 37 male) and 168 (46.1 %; 97

female; 71 male) cases of RBPPV of LSC and 1 (25 %; 1

female) and 3 (75 %; 2 female; 1 male) cases of RBPPV of

ASC (Table 1).

Multiple regression analysis between cohort of BPPV

patients with positive treatment outcome after CRPs and

‘‘age’’ and ‘‘gender’’ regressors did not provide any sta-

tistically significant result (r = 0.11) as well as any sta-

tistically significant result was found in multiple regression

analysis between ‘‘age’’ and ‘‘gender’’ regressors and

RBPPV patients previously treated by CRPs or TBV

(r = 0.19 and r = 0.24, respectively).

Fig. 2 Success rate of TBV

treatment on PBPPV patients.

PBPPV persistent benign

paroxysmal positional vertigo,

CRPs canalith repositioning

procedures, PSC posterior

semicircular canal, LSC lateral

semicircular canal, TBV

temporal bone vibration

Table 1 12-month and 24-month follow-up results for the BPPV and PBPPV patients

Diagnosis Mean age Gender 12-month recurrence rate 24-month recurrence rate

General By gender General By gender

BPPV of PSC (n = 1,019) 51.2 F (n = 597) 27.8 % (n = 283) F: 27.9 % (n = 167) 43.4 % (n = 442) F: 44 % (n = 263)

M (n = 422) M: 27.4 % (n = 116) M: 42.1 % (n = 179)

BPPV of LSC (n = 364) 52.2 F (n = 221) 26.1 % (n = 95) F: 26.2 % (n = 58) 46.1 % (n = 168) F: 43.9 % (n = 97)

M (n = 143) M: 25.8 % (n = 37) M: 49.6 % (n = 71)

BPPV of ASC (n = 4) 56.5 F (n = 3) 25 % (n = 1) F: 33.3 % (n = 1) 75 % (n = 3) F: 75 % (n = 2)

M (n = 1) M: no recurrence M: 100 % (n = 1)

PBPPV of PSC (n = 28) 50.6 F (n = 17) 28.5 % (n = 8) F: 29.4 % (n = 5) 46.4 % (n = 13) F: 47 % (n = 8)

After treatment M (n = 11) M: 27.2 % (n = 3) M: 45.4 % (n = 5)

PBPPV of LSC (n = 9) 53 F (n = 5) 33.3 % (n = 3) F: 40 % (n = 2) 44.4 % (n = 4) F: 60 % (n = 3)

After treatment M (n = 4) M: 25 % (n = 1) M: 25 % (n = 1)

PBPPV of ASC No case tested

General and gender-specific recurrence rates are divided by affected canal

BPPV benign paroxysmal positional vertigo, PBPPV persistent benign paroxysmal positional vertigo, PSC posterior semicircular canal, LSC

lateral semicircular canal, ASC anterior semicircular canal
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Discussion

Many hypotheses about the origin of BPPV have been

taken into account: the finding of otoconial deposits in the

semicircular canals and in the cupulae (canalolithiasis and

cupulolithiasis) has suggested that the detachment of these

particles from the macular receptors, and their movements

in the endolymphatic fluids, could elicit a gravity-related

stream that could provoke many of the clinical features

[17]. However, the complete pathogenetic route is still

largely unexplored: most of the cases are classified as

idiopathic, but an accurate anamnesis can discover some

risk factors (i.e., organic and/or behavioral) [1]. Many

Authors have hypothesized a temporal correlation between

head trauma and BPPV, observing a higher incidence of the

disease in subjects suffering from whiplash injury follow-

ing a car crash and in repetitive head trauma for instance

related to gun shooting [18]. Further hypotheses about the

BPPV pathogenesis suggest the existence of ‘‘secondary’’

BPPV in the presence of another inner ear disorder, such as

Meniere’s disease, vestibular neuritis or viral labyrinthitis.

This may be due to ‘‘degeneration’’ of the labyrinthine

structures, due to underlying disease, causing the otoconial

detachment from the maculae [19]. To support this

hypothesis, it is also important to consider that some

associations between BPPV and systemic inflammatory

diseases and hormonal disorders have been studied.

According to these hypotheses, inflammatory material

would be present in the endolymph and contribute to the

onset of vertigo [20].

The efficacy of the CRPs for the BPPV treatment has

been well established so that many patients can be treated

efficiently and effectively in one visit [21]. Nevertheless, a

small part of them does not undergo a resolution even after

repeated attempts, so that these patients are classified as

PBPPV.

While the CRPs seem to be successful in resolving

BPPV by moving otoconial debris far from the ampullar

receptors, the role of vibration remains debated [11, 21–

24]. In fact some authors suggested in the past the use of

mastoid vibration (MV) in order to introduce another

attempt to improve the efficacy of CRPs. These authors

proposed mainly a technique limited only to the CRPs

period [11, 21–23] so that Epley [22] recommended MV

only during the CRPs, in order to loosen the otolithic

fragments spread within the semicircular canals and to

improve success rates. At first, Li and colleagues [11]

compared the efficacy of PBPPV treatment performed with

and without MV during CRPs and reported that 70 % of

the group which underwent MV was free from symptoms

and nystagmus, while none of the non-vibration group was

cured. Conversely, both retrospective [24] and randomized

prospective studies [21] did not show any benefit with the

addition of MV limited to CRPs. Therefore, according to

the main literature mentioned above, MV performed only

during CRPs gave conflicting results over the time and its

efficacy remains still debated.

For the first time, in the present study, we treated 72

PBPPV patients using a remote, prolonged and self-asses-

sed TBV using a domiciliary simple massaging cushion.

Forty-nine of them (68 %), affected by PSC as well as by

LSC PBPPV, presented a statistically significant

(P \ 0.01) resolution at the first evaluation after 1 week

(Fig. 2).

We proposed this TBV technique due to the hypothesis

that in many cases of PBPPV, there is a filling defect

(obturation) [16] of a semicircular canal due to an exces-

sively large aggregate of otolith material. Therefore, a

possible explanation for its significant success rate could be

that a prolonged vibration (15 min twice-a-day, for 7 days)

may be capable to dissolve the plug by its slow disinte-

gration due to a frequency vibration of 60 Hz. Moreover,

TBV positive outcome was not biased by age and gender

variables (r = 0.15 and r = 0.28 for PSC and LSC PBPPV

group, respectively). In this field it is important to highlight

that age and gender ratio appeared substantially constant in

the whole group of BPPV patients treated using CRPs, in

PBPPV patients after TBV treatment (both in the cohort of

positive and negative outcomes) as well as in all RBPPV

patients (Table 1).

Furthermore it was possible to assess that the RBPPV

after TBV treatment was approximately the same found in

the general trend of the literature [25–27] as well as in the

cohort of BPPV patients treated using CRPs (Table 1).

This topic highlights that the TBV treatment may modify

the persistence rate but not recurrence of one of the BPPV,

suggesting the hypothesis that the processes underpinning

the persistence and the recurrence of the BPPV are diverse

and in the second case potentially not influenced by the

same factors involved in the first one.

Finally we may assert that a remote, self-assessed and

repetitive TBV treatment is able to significantly reduce the

persistence rate of BPPV. This outcome is eligible to be

highlighted in order to give a further chance to PBPPV

patients, otherwise addressed to undergo more invasive

procedures and pharmacological treatment, not completely

side effects free [23].

Conclusions

In our experience, among a large cohort of BPPV patients

with a 24-month follow-up, natural history of the disease is

well modified by performing CRPs. On the other hand a

small sample of patients may develop PBPPV resistant to

this kind of treatment, so pharmacological and surgical
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procedures were proposed as resolving ones. In the present

study, PBPPV patients had a significant improvement by

self-assessing a TBV treatment. Interestingly, the protocol

outcome did not result biased by age and gender ratio and

RBPPV rates appeared akin in BPPV and PBPPV after

TBV patients. These positive findings bring us to assert that

TBV proposed protocol could be a low cost, side effect free

and a valid alternative to be considered before ordinarily

performed procedures.
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